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Abstract: 

Enthusiastic about the participatory opportunities free filesharing and cheap cameras offers to 

political video activism, their appropriation and colonization is often overlooked. After a decade 

long gap, during which these innovations gave rise to unexpected social, scientific, or political 

progress, the creative potential and cognitive productivity, unleashed by these technologies ap-

pear to be fused back into the logic of corporate capitalism. 

In my presentation, I first describe the beginnings of participatory video-activism and its emanci-

patory intentions to promote change through information, education, and solidarity. Conse-

quently, referring to reflections on the political impact of the press, the media, and of participa-

tory media, I delineate the downsides of participatory media practices in their capacity to emo-

tionalize discourses, construct stereotypes and bogeymen, stir the imagination of nationalist or 

religious collectives, and the reduction of complex realities to simplifying narratives of heroes 

and victims.  Moreover, I show how these practices are subject to the intervention of political 

agents, keen on rendering the content as well as the conditions of production, distribution, and 

presentation, and following both agendas of concealment and the staging of power. 

In turn, I argue that as a strategy for challenging the corporate and nationalist colonization of 

participatory media practices as well as the unintended employment of media activist as police 

informers, attacking the enemy is ultimately counterproductive, raising the consumer attention of 

competitive products, feeding data to surveillance algorithms, and enqueuing in the multiplica-

tion of hate, fear, and uncertainty, also mass media feeds on. Conversely, the emancipatory po-

tential of participatory media practices might lie in their capacity for self-reflection and self-dis-

cipline. In conclusion, I outline guidelines to an ethics of video-activism that responds to the 

question, how videos can be made in a way, the emancipatory goals of video-activism are 

achieved and not sabotaged. 
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